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The time series of daily mean electricity prices which have been formed in European Power Exchanges are analyzed in this article. The objective of this work is to characterize the degree of correlation between prices in wholesale power markets, which are defined as environment where electricity generators and distributors deal.

In a competitive environment these prices can be determined by supply and demand functions and are influenced by various factors such as fuel prices, temperature, wind speed, precipitations, CO₂ and economic growth. As electricity prices have specific and unique characteristics, such as seasonality and highly volatile wholesale prices, they are motivated to use an appropriate time series model to study the relationship between prices in different European marketplaces. Considering this, additive regression model was used in order to estimate the relationship between prices in European wholesale markets.

Correlation and regression analysis proved that bulk prices of electricity in Europe are heavily related but there are first initial steps of such correlation, although market design is similar among countries and there is an increase in spot market volume, where liquidity and foreign trade take place. Price analysis showed that wholesale prices in Finland, Sweden and Norway are lower than in other European power markets. It is not surprising, because the large proportion of energy is generated in hydro plants. On the other hand wholesale prices are very volatile in Germany, France and as it was seen prices started to rise since the beginning of 2005.
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Introduction

The restructuring and deregulation of electricity markets in Europe change electricity spot prices. Scientific literature (Higgs, Worthington, 2006) suggests that these prices started to be highly volatile and they are characterized by strong mean reversion that means prices fluctuate around long term equilibrium. According to Joskow (2003), Higgs and Worthington (2006), the demand elasticity for electricity is very low and supply becomes inelastic as demand for power is high. As a result, electricity prices jump and over a short period of time return to its previous level. Blanco and Soronow (2001) agree that power prices have such character, but add, since these prices do not keep new level for a long time and quickly come back to earlier level, it means they spike.

Spot prices are also analyzed in Botterud, Bhattacharyya, Illic (2002), Boisseleau and Hewicker (2004) works. The latter try to relate the market design and prices formed on those marketplaces. Since market design is important in the analysis of power prices because it reflects price formation mechanism and for this reason influences behavior of market players, therefore in the next section of this article market structure is defined according to such criteria:

- Energy trade may be analysed in regard to marketplace, discussing trade on power exchange and OTC market.
- Analysing market structure of electricity, trade abundance, variety and suitability of products offered in this market should be analysed.
- Analysing relations among energy wholesale prices, it is recommended to discuss variety of created additional markets on a certain marketplace which are created to meet individual needs of market participants.

Subject of paper: wholesale energy prices in Europe countries.

The goal of this paper: to assess relationships of wholesale electricity prices change in European countries, after analysis of trade on power exchange and OTC markets is finished.

To reach the goal of this paper the following targets are set:

1. To traverse a trade on power exchange and OTC market.

2. To separate the main problems of wholesale electricity energy market.

3. Mathematically estimate relations among electricity energy prices which were formed at European power exchanges.

Methods applied: analysis of literature and systematization, analysis of statistical data, econometric–regressive analysis.

Consistency of assessment methods for European countries’ wholesale electricity price relation

To determine some of national electricity energy prices generality in 2005, correlation analysis of electricity spot prices of twelve European Union countries and Norway is performed. This allows to come to the conclusion about interdependence of these prices. To perform correlation analysis, correlation coefficient has been calculated using formula (1):

\[ r_{xy} = \frac{\bar{xy} - \bar{x} \bar{y}}{s_x * s_y} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)
Where \( r \) – correlation coefficient, 
\( x \) – independent variable, 
\( y \) – dependent variable, 
\( S_x \) – independent variable standard deviation, 
\( S_y \) – dependent variable standard deviation.

If interconnections closeness (correlation) coefficient is higher than \([-0.5,0]\), then change of electricity prices in certain countries is closely related (Boisseleau, Hewicker, 2004).

Performing correlation analysis, connection elasticity is determined using determination coefficient. The significance of determination coefficient is inspected using Fisher’s criterion by formula (2):

\[
\frac{R^2 \cdot (n - m - 1)}{(1 - R^2) \cdot m} > F_{0.05; m; n-m-1}
\]

Where \( R^2 \) – determination coefficient, 
\( n \) – number of tries, 
\( m \) – number of independent variables.

To perform analysis electricity energy prices of April – December in 2005 on spot electricity market have been used. These prices were settled on the following European power markets: Amsterdam power exchange APX (Netherlands), European power exchange EEX (Germany), Scandinavian countries’ power exchange NORD POOL, French power exchange POWERNEXT, Italian power exchange GME, Austrian power exchange EXAA, Spanish power exchange OMEL and Polish power exchange GIELDA Energii.

Change of average daily electricity energy prices in 13 European regions is described by time series. Each value of time series is influenced by many factors. Pursuing to perform additive regressive models which would determine what impact on electricity energy prices of one country have the changes of electricity prices in another country, seasonal and accidental errors are assessed to each time series value (Boguslauskas, 2004). To determine reliability of regressive models, approximation error is calculated using formula (3) (Bartosevičienė, 2001):

\[
\mu_{\text{approximation}} = \frac{1}{n} \sum \left( \frac{y_i - y_i^\text{\mu}}{y_i} \right) \cdot 100\%.
\]

Where \( n \) – number of tries, 
\( y \) – value of real dependent variable, 
\( y_i^\text{\mu} \) – value of dependent variable, evaluated using created regressive model.

Variation coefficient, which is expressed by proportion of average quadratic deviation and average, has been used in order to determine the rate of fluctuation of electricity prices.

**Trade on power exchange and OTC market**

In 1993 the first standardized energy power exchange in Northern European countries was founded. As a central partner it was a guarantee of voluntary market players’ participation on power exchange and their anonymity, and for this reason it was possible to avoid subjective discrimination of market participants.

Trading on power exchange spot market, prices as an important parameter on electricity market, are formed transparently and in most cases are set in a single auction for each hour of a coming day, regarding today’s buyer’s and seller’s given price-quantity bid (ECON Analysis AB, 2004; Nord Pool Spot AS, 2006). If electricity energy sellers and buyers prefer price certainty, and not prices, which will be formed on spot market in future, in this case market subjects more often will deal on forward market than on spot market. Moreover mechanism of price formation on power exchange gives an opportunity to investors, after assessing electricity energy price change tendency and its development perspectives, to make rational decisions about investment to additional capacity of electricity production.

Seeking to meet market participants’ requirements for electricity, spot market and financial products’ market deal on power exchange. Trade I markets of power exchanges is sophisticated, requiring special preparation, knowledge and experience.

Comparing with trade on over the counter market, where agreed prices are not publicly announced to all market participants, trade on power exchange has also some disadvantages. As transactions made on power exchange are standardized and power exchange deals like intermediary, costs for transactions themselves may be higher than on other markets, e. g. higher than costs on OTC market.

Electricity energy price analysis for Scandinavian countries, done by scientists revealed that trade by electricity energy on bilateral market may be changed to trade on power exchange. Thus, fluctuations of electricity price on power exchange spot market correlate with price fluctuations on OTC market. Analysis done by Boisseleau and Hewicker (2004) on wholesale prices in 2002 on electricity interdependence relation showed that Europe in 2002 had close correlation relations between electricity prices formed on power exchange and trading on OTC market. Expanded infrastructure of electricity network and possibility to get arbitration profit stipulate price homogeneity for electricity energy traded on different markets of the same country. By European Commission (2006) statement, change of prices of electricity energy sold in 2005 on German’s power exchange EEX and on OTC market was closely related, and coefficient of correlation is close to 1.

**Identification of trade problems on power exchange**

As it was mentioned above, every way of trade organization has its disadvantages. Certain problems are faced trading on power exchange as well. First of all, spot market on power exchange is not fairly liquid, although analysing European wholesale electricity energy markets in 2003 – 2005, it is possible to observe, that liquidity on these markets is growing and it is seasonal. On Italian power exchange GME in 2005 liquidity index which is defined by sale volumes at spot market, compared with all electricity sales, had fluctuations from 58.3% in September 2005 to 66.9% in January. Implementations of competitive principles which make consumers/users conditions choose a supplier or producer, speeds creation of a
liquid wholesale electricity energy market.

Small trade volume is another problem faced by power exchange. On French power exchange POWERNEXT 44% of all electricity consumed have been bought at spot market from September 2004 until March 2005. One of a possible reason for such a low volume was that 30% of all electricity market in this country is not open to competition. There were consumed 143.2 TWh of electricity in this market segment during 2004.

The most liquid electricity spot market is Spain’s power exchange OMEL. On this market 2 233 TWh of electricity energy were sold in 2005. The main reason for a high liquidity is this that participation on power exchange is mandatory, when at the same time in other countries producers and suppliers of electricity have the right to choose to sign bilateral contracts, and the difference between energy supply and demand may be sold on power exchange.

Relatively high liquidity is on North European power exchange NORD POOL and German power exchange EEX. The degree of market openness to competition and availability of information guarantee high liquidity on power exchange. These factors give positive impact on the growth of market participants’ number. In 2004 on the biggest European power exchange NORD POOL 364 participants or 87 more than in 2001 were operating. In 2004 on German power exchange EEX 123 participants were operating, while in 2003 number of participants was 112 (Capgemini, 2005). Actually not in all countries such a high number of participants is possible because their request is determined by dimension of market and capacity of producers.

Wholesale electricity market in Poland, Slovenia and the Czech Republic is not liquid. Trade volumes on spot market from September 2004 until March 2005 consisted in 1.5, 0.8, and 0.5% of all electricity consumed respectively.

On the other hand liquidity on power exchange is low and sale volume is small, because the demand of electricity changes from hour to hour and for this reason price for electricity fluctuates as well. Tendencies of electricity energy price changes at wholesale market are represented in Figure 1.
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**Figure 1.** Tendencies of average daily electricity prices change at European power exchange in 2005 second – fourth quarter

*Source: OMEL, Nord Pool, PolPx*

Analysis of electricity energy prices change tendencies on European power exchange shows that in 2005 prices for electricity in Scandinavian countries changed independently from electricity prices in other European countries, but lower prices in these countries represented that power producers from Northern countries are competitive on European electricity market. Of course, electricity market in Northern countries in comparison with markets in other countries was not attractive to market players looking for arbitrage profit because prices in Northern European countries had small fluctuations.

Italian power exchange GME started the operation in 2005 and price for electricity energy each day was twice higher than price on the other power exchanges. If in 2005 average annual electricity energy price at GME fluctuated about 58 EUR/MWh, then prices for electricity at wholesale power market was about 30 EUR/MWh in Scandinavia and Poland.

Calculated French electricity price variation coefficient for 2005, which describes electricity energy price fluctuation within one day and deviation of this price from average price for analysed time period, reached 41.6%, i.e. price variation was very high because it exceeded allowed 30% limit. Variation coefficients, which describe price variation of electricity on power exchanges in Northern Europe (NORD POOL), Poland (GIELDA Energii), Germany (EEX) and Spain (OMEL), are represented in Figure 2.
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**Figure 2.** Price variation coefficients for 2005 in European power exchanges

As price on power exchange varies, so for market players who are used to avoid risk, trade on power ex-
change is not attractive, and instead of this long term electricity buying–selling contracts are signed. Being aware of the fact that today’s business environment is dynamic, stipulating not only unexpected losses but giving more additional possibilities for business objects, avoidance of risk is not the best choice. Pursuing to use additional business possibilities a viewpoint “avoid risk” should be changed to “manage risk”. Looking to manage risk of electricity price fluctuation, in some countries (e.g. Northern European power exchange NORD POOL, German energy exchange EEX) on power markets financial products, such as options, forwards, future contracts, contracts for difference, are offered. In the future, if indetermination in markets grows, the importance of these contracts should grow. If in 1996 Northern European power exchange trade on financial products consisted of 43 TWh, in 2004 trade volume at financial NORD POOL market consisted of 590 TWh but 429 TWh less than in 2002.

Of course, national electricity energy market penetration by foreign companies is a very important factor for the creation of internal European electricity energy market. But at this time foreign suppliers have less than 20% of market share (European Community Commission, 2004), and trade of electricity energy among countries is only 8% of all electricity produced.

After the problems faced at wholesale electricity energy market are discussed, correlation analysis of wholesale electricity prices, formed along European countries, is performed in this paper.

### Analysis of electricity energy price interdependence relation along European countries

If the assumption is made, that price fluctuation for electricity is stimulus for market participants to start to trade on foreign electricity market, and existing transmission networks, which connect national electricity energy markets, are basis for trade, the interrelations of prices are to be analyzed. Correlation results are represented in Table 1.

#### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Exchange</th>
<th>APX (Netherlands)</th>
<th>EEX (Germany)</th>
<th>NORD POOL (system price)</th>
<th>NORD POOL (Oslo)</th>
<th>NORD POOL (Sweden)</th>
<th>NORD POOL (Finland)</th>
<th>NORD POOL (West Denmark)</th>
<th>NORD POOL (East Denmark)</th>
<th>POWERNEXT (France)</th>
<th>GME (Italy)</th>
<th>EXAA (Austria)</th>
<th>OMEL (Spain)</th>
<th>GIELDA Energii (Poland)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APX (Netherlands)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEX (Germany)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORD POOL (system price)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORD POOL (Oslo)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORD POOL (Sweden)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORD POOL (Finland)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORD POOL (West Denmark)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORD POOL (East Denmark)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWERNEXT (France)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GME (Italy)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAA (Austria)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMEL (Spain)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIELDA Energii (Poland)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 represents correlation coefficient of electricity energy prices between different European countries in 2005. In most cases it is lower than |0.5| or exceeds |0.5| by small value, so it is possible to maintain that electricity energy prices in different European countries changes differently, and in some cases prices in one country change totally independently from price changes in other European country.

It could be observed, that from price value, two big electricity energy regional markets in Europe are being formed. They are Northern European countries’ electricity energy market and Western European countries’ electricity energy market. Western European market includes Germany, Netherlands, France, and Austria. Market participants from Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Denmark most likely trade in Northern Europe countries’ electricity energy market.

Western Denmark might be assigned to the countries which have no impact on electricity energy price changes in other European regions. Price correlation coefficients, showing low Western Denmark electricity energy price impact on other European regions prices, ranges from [-0.32] to [0.57].

It should be mentioned that for Western Denmark wholesale electricity energy market exclusive attribute is noted. Electricity energy prices change in opposite to Northern European countries electricity prices. Furthermore, a price for electricity energy in Western Denmark fluctuates similarly to Italian or Spain electricity energy prices.

Although prices correlation coefficients for Western Denmark, which is one of NORD POOL members, shows low connection of this region price to other Northern European regions prices, but in the mass of countries
participating in Northern European power exchange close interdependence relation between changes is characteristic to prices. This statement could be based on determined correlation coefficients which are close to 1.

In the most similar way prices of electricity energy market changed in Sweden and Norway (correlation coefficient was |0.99|). It could be stated that 97.6% of electricity price change in Sweden may be explained by electricity price change in Norway, and 2.4% of electricity price change in Sweden is caused by other factors.

Moreover, close coherence between electricity energy price change in Sweden and Finland existed in 2005. Correlation coefficient is |0.91|. This high electricity price interdependence coherence may be explained by import and export volume: in 2005 Sweden was net electricity energy exporter (exports exceeded imports by 7.5 TWh), when Finland was the biggest net electricity energy importer in Scandinavian countries, where imports of electricity energy exceeded exports by 17 TWh.

It could be mentioned, that electricity energy price correlation coefficient between Oslo and Finland is very high (|0.92|), and this shows that close interdependence relation exists among electricity energy prices in Oslo, its regions and Finland, and price change may be defined by linear dependence. This price dependence is caused by trade: producers of electricity energy in one country may reach electricity energy consumer in other country, because Northern European countries’ national electricity markets contain well developed electricity transmission network infrastructure, so the rise of electricity energy price in one market cause the rise of electricity price in another market. In addition, Norway and Finland keep different positions on the market: Finland is importer of electricity energy and Norway is exporter, which in 2005 sold in foreign markets 12 TWh more electricity than bought from the markets of other countries.

Although Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland create similar electricity market price level as compared to Northern European countries, this market is rather isolated from other European countries electricity energy markets. Correlation coefficients reflecting Northern European countries and other European countries’ interdependence of electricity prices are not significant and range from [0.06] to [0.57].

One of the reasons why prices interdependence relation between Scandinavian and European countries is so low is that some national markets are geographically remote, so electricity energy transportation costs grow up, and international trade volume may become low. For example, electricity energy price correlation between Spain and Scandinavian countries was low, because in 2005 Spain bought only 3.7% of all electricity energy consumed from foreign producers. Spain’s requests for electricity may be fulfilled by geographically closer electricity markets. Spain’s market players could purchase electricity energy from French producers, who in 2005 produced 78.5% of all electricity energy in nuclear power-stations (International Energy Agency, 2005). But the analysis of correlation shows that very weak interdependence relation between electricity energy prices in Spain and France exists. Relation between Spanish electricity energy market and other electricity energy markets is minimal (correlation coefficients fluctuate about |0.55|). A little bit stronger relation is between electricity price in Spain and Italy (correlation coefficient reaches |0.71|). Calculated determination coefficient shows that only 51% of electricity price change in Spain may be caused by electricity price change in Italy and other factors may influence even 49% of price change in Spain.

Although Polish prices of wholesale electricity energy market in comparison with Western European countries corresponding prices in average are lower, and in its value is close to Northern countries’ wholesale prices, calculated correlation coefficients show that electricity price change in Poland is better reflected by change of prices in Western Europe. Correlation coefficients showing relation of electricity prices in this country with prices in other countries are small and range from [0.56] to [0.67]. By the growth of Polish and other European countries’ electricity energy market integration prices in Poland should grow, because there will be demand of cheap electricity from this country.

The second big electricity market in Europe that is being formed and in which prices on national electricity energy markets are closely related is Holland-French-German-Austrian regional power market. Strong Austrian electricity energy price dependence upon changes of German and French electricity prices reflecting correlation coefficients reach [0.96] and [0.92] respectively. It seems likely that in the future electricity energy prices in Austria will be determined by changes of spot prices in other European countries, because since 2001 Austria has become a net electricity importer and electricity energy import volume is further increasing. Net electricity import rose from 0.1 TWh in 2001 to 2.7 TWh in 2005. Referring to International Energy Agency (2003, 2005) delivered statistical data, calculated proportion of Austrian imported-consumed electricity amount, it may be stated that Austrian’s dependence upon foreign electricity will increase, because the value of imported and consumed electricity energy proportion has been historically growing: in 2000 Austria imported 24.25% of all electricity consumed, and in 2005 proportion of imported and consumed electricity quantity grew to 30.70%.

**Adjustment of additive regression models to evaluate interdependence relation of price change in Europe**

Though performed correlation analysis showed that relation between changes of electricity energy prices in Europe existed, calculated determination coefficient proved that strength of interdependence relations between electricity energy prices is quite low, because price change in one country has a very low impact on electricity energy price change in other country.

After quantitative evaluation of the impact of electricity energy prices change, it may be stated that German, French, Dutch and Austrian electricity markets and change of electricity prices in Scandinavian countries’ markets is related. So, in the further discussion (in value terms) influence of electricity energy price change in one country to electricity energy price change in another country is determined.
Results of regressive analysis are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression model¹</th>
<th>Determination coefficient %</th>
<th>Approximation error %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( y = 11.17 + 0.33x_1 + 0.25x_2 + 0.30x_3 )</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y = -0.47 + 0.04x_1 + 0.71x_2 + 0.26x_3 )</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y = 3.63 + 0.03x_1 + 0.72x_2 + 0.18x_3 )</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y = 1.69 + 0.08x_1 + 0.55x_2 + 0.36x_3 )</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y = 0.98 + 0.89x_1 + 0.07x_2 + 0.01x_3 - 0.01x_0 )</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y = 1.53 + 0.94x_1 + 0.03x_2 + 0.03x_3 + 0.02x_0 )</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y = -11.48 + 0.42x_1 + 0.89x_2 + 0.09x_3 )</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y = 63.69 + 0.48x_1 + 2.06x_2 + 0.56x_3 + 0.23x_0 )</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y = -64.25 + 4.17x_1 + 6.27x_2 - 0.04x_3 - 0.83x_0 )</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ \( y, x_1 \) – electricity price in APX (Netherlands) EUR/MWh, \( y_2, x_2 \) – electricity price in EEX (Germany) EUR/MWh, \( y_3, x_3 \) – electricity price in EXAA (Austria) EUR/MWh, \( y_4, x_4 \) – electricity price in POWERNEXT (France) EUR/MWh, \( y_5, x_5 \) – electricity price for Oslo (NORD POOL) EUR/MWh, \( y_6, x_6 \) – electricity price for Sweden EUR/MWh, \( y_7, x_7 \) – electricity price for Finland EUR/MWh, \( y_8, x_8 \) – electricity price for West Denmark EUR/MWh, \( y_9, x_9 \) – electricity price for East Denmark EUR/MWh.

With reference to created regressive models it might be stated that if electricity energy price in Germany, Austria and France rose by 1 EUR/MWh, electricity energy price in Netherlands would increase by 12.05 EUR/MWh: because of electricity energy price change in Germany, electricity energy price in Netherlands would increase by 0.33 EUR/MWh; rise of electricity energy price in Austria and France would cause price increase in Netherlands by 0.25 EUR/MWh and by 0.30 EUR/MWh respectively; other factors would increase electricity energy price in Netherlands by 1.17 EUR/MWh. So, a conclusion could be made that the strongest impact on electricity energy price in Netherlands has electricity energy price fluctuations in Germany.

The created regressive model of electricity energy price of three variables’s for a price formed in France is similar to German model. Electricity energy price in France may be represented by changes of electricity energy prices in Netherlands, Germany and Austria very well. Electricity energy price fluctuations in these countries may define 87.2% of electricity energy price change in France and 12.8% of all price change is defined by others in this model not evaluated factors. These factors determine the fall of electricity price in France by 1.69 EUR/MWh. Even rise of 0.55 EUR/MWh on electricity energy price in France may be caused by price rise of 1 EUR/MWh in Germany, and price rise of 0.08 EUR/MWh is determined by price increase in Netherlands. Because electricity energy price in Germany strongly fluctuates (variation coefficient – 40.8% (Figure 1)) and the comparative weight of wholesale electricity energy price of this country in French electricity energy price model is high, the conclusion could be made that electricity price on power exchange POWERNEXT strongly fluctuates as well. This statement may be based on calculated electricity energy price variation coefficient for France which in 2005 reached 41.6%.

Analysing interdependence relations of electricity energy wholesale prices in Scandinavian countries it may be stated that the most exact power price change evaluation could be done for Sweden. Even 98% of electricity energy price change in Sweden may be based on electricity energy price change in other Scandinavian countries. If spot price in Oslo, Finland and Denmark rose by 1 EUR/MWh then electricity price in Sweden would rise by 0.96 EUR/MWh. Other factors would raise electricity price in Sweden for 1.53 EUR/MWh. Common impact on power price in Sweden would be 2.49 EUR/MWh.

Regressive models which describes impact of spot prices on Sweden and Denmark shows that electricity energy prices in these regions in a big part are influenced by in this model underestimated factors. For example, in this model underestimated factors decreases energy price by 11.48 EUR/MWh in Finland and even for 64.25 EUR/MWh in East Denmark. In the Western Denmark in the model underestimated factors increases electricity energy price by 63.69 EUR/MWh, but created models are accurate (calculated approximation errors do not exceed 20% allowed accuracy level of the model), so models may be used describing in valuable expression interdependence price relations.

Close interdependence relation for electricity energy prices are characteristic, therefore conclusion can be drawn that electricity energy supply and demand fluctuations in a certain country and changes in macro economic environment of this country may have certain impact and repeat in electricity energy prices of other country.

**Conclusions**

With reference to performed analysis on electricity energy trade structure and electricity energy prices that were formed on European countries wholesale power markets in 2005 following conclusions might be drawn:

1. At the moment a big part of trade is performed at forward market, but electricity trade volume, liquidity and a number of players on power exchange spot market are rising by the growth of number of products offered at this marketplace variety.

2. Calculated variation coefficients for electricity energy prices that were formed at European power exchanges showed that in 2005 the biggest electricity energy price fluctuation was on German (variation coefficient was 40.8%), and French (variation coefficient was 41.6%) power exchanges.

3. By electricity energy price fluctuation market players face prices fluctuation risk. Seeking to manage this risk, market players participate on financial products market which is created for market players’ hedging purposes. In 2005 in Scandinavian countries 30% of all trade was performed on financial products market, although electricity energy prices fluctuation coefficient was only 10.2%.

4. Performed correlation analysis of electricity energy prices in Scandinavian countries’ wholesale markets shows that dependence relation of change in elec-
tricity energy prices exist in these countries:

4.1. The changes of wholesale electricity energy prices in Sweden are reflected in the best way by change of electricity energy price in Norway. Correlation coefficient reached 0.99.

4.2. According to correlation analysis, Western Denmark electricity energy prices are related by opposite dependence to other Scandinavian countries electricity energy prices: if price grow in Western Denmark, it is probable that electricity energy prices in other Scandinavian countries will fall down at that time. Electricity price change in Western Denmark was better characterised by changes of spot prices in Western Europe.

5. In Western Europe’s wholesale electricity energy market (in Holland, France, Germany and Austria) change of electricity energy prices is closely related. Correlation coefficients that show the interdependence relation of spot prices in these countries ranges from 0.74 to 0.96.

6. Calculated determination coefficients for Western countries show that 92.2% of electricity energy change in German EEX power exchange is influenced by price change in Austria’s power exchange EXXA.

7. Created regressive model for Austrian EXXA spot price shows that 92.8% of electricity price change may be influenced by price which is formed in Holland, Germany and France. Following the created model, if price on EEX rise by 1 EUR/MWh electricity energy price on EXXA will rise by 0.72 EUR/MWh.
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Santrauka


Prekiaujant biržoje, kai kai kaitos neatitinka vietos, kuriose formuojamos skaidriai ir dažniausiai nustatomos vienodai aukcionai kiekvienai ateinančios paros valandai, atsižvelgiant į šios dienos pirkojo ir pardavėjo pateiktus kaios-kiekio pasiūlymus. Palyginti su prekybo užbūrinėje OTC rinkoje, kur suriūtos kaios nėra viešai skelbiamos visiems rinkos daliesvies, prekybo biržoje taip pat turi tam tikrų trukumų. Kadangi biržoje sudaromi sandoriai yra standartizuoti, o birža veikia kaip tarpininkas, todėl biržoje sudaromų sandorių kaštai
gali būti aukštesni nei kitose rinkose, pavyzdžiui, aukštesni nei kaštai dvišalių kontraktų rinkoje.

Boissellea u Hewicker (2004) atlieka 2002 m. didmeninių elektros energijos kainų įkitimo tarpsuvio priklausomybės analizė parodė, kad Europoje 2002 m. egzistavo glaudus koreliacinis ryšys tarp elektros energijos kainų, susiformavusių biržoje ir prekiaujant pagal dvišales sutartis nebūrinėje (OTC) rinkoje.